Make Your Own
Erasure Poetry

KMAC’s Victory Over The Sun exhibition showed how many different things get covered up or put in the shadows. Other artworks conveyed how things can be revealed or brought to light. The outcomes of hiding or exposing a person, thing, or idea can be very powerful. Bethany Collins erased all the colors in Colorblind Dictionary (left). In Stripped (below), Jennifer Marman and Daniel Borins create blacked-out text that you have to walk through.

- **Find** a magazine page, newspaper page or an old book page that you can draw on.
- **Use** any kind of drawing material (marker, pencil, paint, white-out) to mark out or cover up most of the text on the page.
- **Leave** words untouched to form a new statement.
- **Add** images or patterns with your drawing tool around the page to help express its new meaning.